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Column B = SUM of column A AND column B My initial thought was to convert to a data frame and
then do an apply function (as I'd like to apply on the whole data frame), but converting using stack
function doesn't seem to apply the same logic, but does convert to a matrix. Here's the "original"

code in R d=read.table("data/test.txt",header=FALSE,sep="\t",stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
d$v1=c(1:6) d$v2=c("Y","N","Y","Y","Y","N") d2=data.frame(d) names(d2)=c("v1","v2") sum(d2$v1)
Which I need to make equivalent in BASH and AWK (since R has problems with large dataframes). I

tried this
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francais russe français chinois.Q: PHP
Object: how can i move all strings to one

variable? I have this object: Class stdClass
Object ( [id] => 4 [list] => Array ( [0] => d
[1] => e ) [data] => Array ( [0] => Array (

[id] => 4 [name] => Name 4 ) [1] =>
Array ( [id] => 5 [name] => name 5 ) ) )
this is what i know how to get the data...
while($row = $stmt -> fetch()){ $arr =

$row['list']; $arr =
json_decode(json_encode($arr)); $data[] =

$arr; } or this: while($row = $stmt ->
fetch()){ $arr = $row['list']; $data[] =

array_map('json_decode', $arr); } But i'm
not sure what's best. I want to get [id] =>

4 and [id] => 5 [name] => Name 4 [name]
=> name 5 is it better to use foreach?
Foreach would be good but in a new

variable i have to access the name in this
case This is what i want to do: $myObject

= new stdClass(); $myObject->id =
$row['id']; $myObject->list[0] =

$row['list']; foreach($myObject->list as
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$key => $item) { foreach($item['data'] as
$key2 => $item2) {

$myObject->data[$key2][$key]['name'] =
$item2['name']; } } var_dump($myObject);

A: I would use the returned array of a
prepared statement as the key for your

data object. // use a prepared statement to
prevent injection attacks and set the

correct input parameters $stmt = $dbh->
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